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Abstract
Social media hold valuable, vast and unstructured information on public opinion
that can be utilized to improve products and services. The automatic analy-
sis of such data, however, requires a deep understanding of natural language.
Current sentiment analysis approaches are mainly based on word co-occurrence
frequencies, which are inadequate in most practical cases. In this work, we pro-
pose a novel hybrid framework for concept-level sentiment analysis in Persian
language, that integrates linguistic rules and deep learning to optimize polarity
detection. When a pattern is triggered, the framework allows sentiments to
flow from words to concepts based on symbolic dependency relations. When
no pattern is triggered, the framework switches to its subsymbolic counterpart
and leverages deep neural networks (DNN) to perform the classification. The
proposed framework outperforms state-of-the-art approaches (including support
vector machine, and logistic regression) and DNN classifiers (long short-term
memory, and Convolutional Neural Networks) with a margin of 10–15% and
3–4% respectively, using benchmark Persian product and hotel reviews corpora.
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1. Introduction
In the era of digital media, e-commerce and social networks, websites allow
users to share opinions and feedback about products and services. Customers
can make informed decisions by reading the experiences of other users [1, 2]. In
addition, customer feedback can be used by the organizations to further improve
the offered services. For example, a traveller planning a holiday can search over
the Internet to book a hotel, and the reviews can provide information related
to the value for money, location, cleanliness and service. This can assist in
making an informed decision and provide hotel management an opportunity to
take into account the complaints made by past customers for providing a better
service. As another example, if someone wants to buy a laptop, the buyer may
look at online reviews for understanding limitations such as laptops battery life,
portability, build quality and usability etc., before purchasing. Moreover, under-
standing the usability issues faced by laptop customers allow the manufacturer
an opportunity to further ameliorate their laptops. However, the quintillion
bytes of data generated per day consisting of user feedback cannot be manu-
ally read and analyzed by an individual or an organization, for gauging public
opinion [3, 4].
Sentiment analysis is an automated process of computationally understand-
ing and classifying subjective information from source materials such as reviews
on e-commerce websites, and posts/comments on social media platforms. A fun-
damental task in sentiment analysis is assigning polarity (positive or negative)
to a given text. However, an online review is generally a mixture of positive
and negative comments about different aspects of products or services instead
of expressing a biased positive or negative opinion. For example, “The restau-
rant serving staff were incredibly kind but the food was a bit cold when it came
out” [5] expresses an positive sentiment towards the working staff and a negative
sentiment towards the food serving.
Most of the current sentiment analysis approaches in Persian are based on
word co-occurrence frequencies, that first extract frequency of the words contain-
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ing polarity, and the overall polarity of source text is then determined. However,
these approaches fail to consider the word order and the dependency relation
between words, that play an essential role in determining the overall polarity of
the sentence. For example, in “Certainly old, but I‘d love to see more stories in
that universe” though the reviewer is expressing a strong negative sentiment in
the first part of sentence, the overall polarity is positive. Although, the words
“old” and “love” have negative and positive polarities, the overall polarity not
only depends on the word sentiment strength but also on the relative words
position and dependency structure of the sentence [6, 7].
Moreover, current approaches of sentiment analysis fail to understand the
real noisy text data consisting of sarcasm, idioms, informal words, phrases and
spelling mistakes [8, 9, 10, 11]. For example, ú
æ» QÂK
X ¡
® 	¯ Õ æ
 	K HðA 	®K ú
G.I
 	K ÑêÓ Õç'
 @QK. , a sarcastic sentence, cannot be accurately classified by the
current approaches [12]. In addition, the scarce availability of natural language
processing tools and resources such as lexicon, labelled corpus, parts-of-speech
(POS) tagger, etc. are a major bottleneck in the reliable implementation of sen-
timent analysis methods in Persian, a major language with 54 million speakers
[13, 14, 15].
To address the aforementioned limitations, we propose a novel framework
that integrates Persian linguistic grammar rules and deep learning for analyzing
source text. This is shown to improve the overall performance and robustness
of polarity detection for real noisy data.
Dependency grammar rules are based on linguistic patterns that allow senti-
ment to go from words to concepts based on dependency relations. As a result,
dependency-based rules take into account hierarchical relations between key-
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Fig. 1: Proposed Framework overview: Integrating Dependency-Based Rules and Deep Neural
Networks for Persian Sentiment Analysis
words, the word order, and individual word polarities to accurately determine
the underlying polarity.
We perform an extensive and comprehensive set of experiments using bench-
mark Persian product and hotel reviews corpora and compare the performance
of our proposed dependency-grammar rule-based approach with state-of-the-art
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), and DNN archi-
tectures including long short-term memory (LSTM) and Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN). Comparative simulation results reveal that dependency-
based rules outperform state-of-the-art SVM, LR, and fastText classifiers by
a margin of 10-15% and perform comparably with DNN classifiers. However,
the dependency-based rules cannot classify 10-15% of the dataset due to non-
availability of word polarity in the small sized Persian lexicon. Therefore, we
propose a hybrid framework, shown in Fig. 1, that integrates our proposed de-
pendency rule-based classifier and different DNN architectures, such as CNN
and LSTM.
In summary, the paper reports four major contributions outlined below:
1. Novel dependency-based rules for Persian sentiment analysis. These ad-
dress the limitation of word co-occurrence frequency based approaches
by exploiting the hierarchical relations between keywords, the word order
and, individual word polarities to accurately determine the underlying
sentiment. To the best of our knowledge, dependency rule based classifier
is first of its kind that assigns polarity to Persian sentences without any
supervised training algorithm.
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2. A critical analysis of our proposed dependency-based rules with conven-
tional Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine as well as advanced
DNNmodels, on two benchmark product and hotel reviews corpora, demon-
strates the superior performance of our proposed model compared to con-
ventional approaches and advanced DNN models.
3. An ablation study of our proposed dependency-based rules reveals the
importance of individual rules in the context of the complete framework.
4. Addressed limitations of unclassified sentences with our proposed dependency-
based rules approaches by proposing a hybrid framework that integrates
Persian dependency-based rules and DNN models, including CNN and
LSTM to further improve the performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related
work on state-of-the-art sentiment analysis approaches for English, Persian and
other languages. Section 3 presents our proposed dependency-based rules for
Persian sentiment analysis. Section 4 describes our proposed hybrid framework
to address the limitations of dependency-rule driven models, and architectural
details for DNN models, including CNN and LSTM, used in our hybrid frame-
work. Section 5 discusses comparative experimental results and ablation studies.
Finally, section 6 concludes this work with limitations of our current approach
and outlines future research directions.
2. Related Work
In the literature, extensive research has been carried out to build different
sentiment analysis models for English, Persian and other languages approaches.
2.1. English Sentiment Analysis Approaches
Sentiment analysis techniques can be broadly categorized into symbolic and
sub-symbolic approaches: the former include the use of lexicons [16], ontolo-
gies [17], and semantic networks [18] to encode the polarity associated with
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words and multi-word expressions; the latter consist of supervised [19], semi-
supervised [20] and unsupervised [21] machine learning techniques, that perform
sentiment classification based on word co-occurrence frequencies. Among these,
the most popular algorithms are based on deep neural networks [22] and gener-
ative adversarial networks [23]. There are also a number of hybrid frameworks
that leverage both symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches. Specifically, Jia et
al. [24] proposed lexical rules to handle the problem of determining the senti-
ment when negation is present in the sentences. Similarly, Taboada et al. [25]
use dictionaries of words annotated with semantic relations that incorporates
phenomena such as intensification, negation or adversatives to determine the
polarity of source text. Thelwall et al. [26] used a lexicon and rules to detect
polarity in short informal English texts to handle negation. In addition, Poria
et al. [27] proposed a set of linguistic rules to propagate polarity through de-
pendency trees. Finally, Agarwal et al. [28] presented a novel feature extraction
technique based on the dependency-based semantic parsing and ConceptNet
ontology. The extracted features are fed to a SVM classifier to categorize a
sentence into positive or negative.
2.2. Multilingual Sentiment Analysis Approaches
Boiy et al. [29] proposed an approach to detect polarity in English, Dutch
and French texts found on social media using n-gram features. Experimental
results showed that unigram features outperformed bigram features. Balahur et
al. [30] developed a machine translation for languages such as French, German
and Spanish with scarce resources for the sentiment analysis task. Empirical
results showed that their proposed approach depends on the accuracy of the
translation engine and the system was unable to detect sentiment when a mix-
ture of languages is fed as input. The main limitation with translation based
sentiment analysis approaches for scarce resource languages is that, current
state-of-the-art machine translation systems fail to provide contextual transla-
tion in subjective sentences. In addition, the output of the translation system
may not reflect the actual writing styles that exist in real life.
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2.3. Persian Sentiment Analysis Approaches
Basiri et al. [31] addressed the problem of lack of resources in Persian by de-
veloping a lexicon and an automatically labelled sentence-level corpus. A Naive
Bayes classifier was trained on the collected corpus to determine the polarity
in short sentences. In addition, Ebrahimi et al. [32] proposed a method to de-
tect polarity in Persian online reviews based on adjectives extracted from the
sentence and translated SentiWordNet lexicon. However, the proposed method
is limited to adjectives and it does not exploit nouns, adverbs and verbs that
provide extra information on the underlying sentiment. Moreover, Razavi et
al. [33] detect polarity based on extracted nouns and adjectives and a Persian
lexicon. However, the proposed approach do not exploit the word order and
hierarchical semantic dependency.
Aleahmad et al. [34] proposed a method to detect polarity based on n-gram
features. Experimental findings showed that fourgram outperforms unigram, bi-
gram and trigram features. On the other hand, Dashtipour et al. [35] proposed
deep autoencoder based feature extraction for sentiment analysis. The frame-
work outperformed state-of-the-art CNN and multilayer perceptron (MLP) for
detecting polarity in Persian text.
Most of the aforementioned studies exploit word co-occurrence frequencies
and a lexicon to determine polarity of source text. These generally fail to
exploit hierarchical semantic relations, and word order. In addition, current
studies that use lexical rules to detect negation in various languages cannot
be directly applied for Persian. Moreover, deep neural networks have shown
state-of-the-art performance using a large supervised corpus for various natural
language processing tasks including sentiment analysis. However, for scarce re-
source languages, we need innovative methods that jointly exploit deep learning
models (sub-symbolic) and dependency based rules (symbolic) approaches to
go beyond current state-of-the-art performance. Therefore, we propose a novel
hybrid framework for Persian sentiment analysis, that integrates dependency-
based rules, and deep neural networks to improve the overall performance and
robustness of polarity detection in real noisy data.
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Fig. 2: Traditional approaches extract words “old” and “bad” from a sentence and assign
negative polarity into the sentence
3. Methodology
This section describes our proposed dependency-based rules for Persian sen-
timent analysis. The proposed rules exploit hierarchical dependency relations
to more accurately determine the underlying sentiment, compared to traditional
word co-occurrence frequency based approaches. For example, when using fre-
quency of positive and negative words to classify a sentence like “The movie is
very old but directing is not bad” (XñJ. 	K YK. ú

	G @XQÃPA¿ AÓ@ XñK. ù
 Öß
Y
¯ PAJ
. ÕÎJ

	¯
), the sentence will be classified as negative since the sentence consists of two
negative words (“old” ù
 Öß
Y
¯ and “bad” Y K. ) , as shown in Fig 2. However,
the actual polarity of the sentence is positive due to the dependent words (i.e.
“not” and “but"), which change the overall polarity of the sentence to positive.
On the other hand, our proposed dependency-based rules take into account the
syntactic relation between words, as shown in Fig 3 and 4. The exploitation
of the dependent words in dependency-based rules establish a logical flow of
sentiment, as shown in Fig 5, to determine the overall polarity. Specifically, the
word “old” ù
 Öß
Y
¯ following “very” PAJ
. does not change the overall polarity, but
the negative word “bad” YK. following negation changes the overall polarity of
the sentence into positive. Finally, the use of word “but” AÓ@ changes the polarity
of the second component of the sentence.
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- Pre-Modifier of Noun, MOS - Mosnad, VCONJ - Conjunction of Verb, PREDEP - Pre-
Dependent, ADJ - Adjective)
3.1. Persian Dependency-based Rules
This section presents novel dependency-based rules for sentiment analysis
that are adopted from [36] and [37].
3.1.1. Polarity Inversion
Trigger: When a sentence consists of at least one negation word such as
XñJ. 	K, I
 	K
Action: The negation in a sentence can change the polarity of the sentence.
For example, if negation is used with a positive token, the overall polarity of
the concept is negative and if negation is used with a negative token, the overall
polarity of the concept is positive. For example, “I do not like the Samsung
mobile” (ÐP@Y 	K IðX Á	KñÓA ÉK
AK. ñÓ 	áÓ), the overall polarity of this sentence
is negative.
3.1.2. Complement Clause
Trigger: The complement clause is introduced by “that” é» in the sentence.
Usually, the complement clause is connected by noun, verb and adjective in the
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sentence.
Action: The sentence is split into two parts based on the complement clause
and the first part of the sentence is considered to identify the overall polarity of
the sentence. For example, “I am happy that you did not buy old mobile” ( 	áÓ
	áK
@ é» ÕËAm
ñ 	k ø
 YK
Q
	m 	' ù
 Öß
Y
¯ ÉK
AK. ñÓ), the sentiment expressed before the word
“that” é» is positive and the overall polarity of the sentence is positive.
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3.1.3. Adversative
Trigger: The adversative can be a word, phrase or clause implying opposi-
tion or contrast in the sentence. An adversative word like “but” AÓ@, “although”
é k Q Ã @ , or “however” é º 	J K
 @ A K. is used to connect two elements of opposite
polarities.
Action: The sentences are split into two parts based on the conjunction
such as “but” and the polarity of the second part is considered. For example, in
the sentence “The iPhone is really good but it‘s very expensive” (ÉK@ ÉK
A K. ñÓ
I@ 	à@QÃ ú
ÎJ

	k ú
Íð
I@ H. ñ 	k ú
ÎJ

	k), the first part before the word “but”
is positive and the second part is negative. Hence, the overall polarity of the
sentence is negative. Moreover, for “The Apple mobile is really expensive but
it‘s very good” ( I@ H. ñ 	k ú
ÎJ

	k AÓ@ I@ 	à@QÃ ú
ÎJ

	k ÉK@ ÉK
AK. ñÓ), the first
part of the sentence is negative and the second part is positive. Therefore, the
overall polarity of the sentence is positive.
3.1.4. Adverbial Clause
Trigger: When a sentence contains an adverbial clause. The adverb clause
is a group of words which count as an adverb in the sentence. The adverb clause
must contain a subject and verb to trigger the rule.
Action: The role of “whereas” in a sentence is like the word “but”. If a
sentence contains “whereas”, the sentence is split into two parts by identifying
the subject in the sentence, since the overall sentiment is identified by the second
part of the sentence. For example, “In the product description they said the
mobile has good lens whereas the lens is not good” ( éJ 	®Ã Èñm× HAjJ
 	ñK PX
XP@X  	PQË  	Q 	Ë é» éºJ
KPñ PX ú
G. ñ
	k 	Q 	Ë ÉK
AK. ñÓ é» XñK.). The polarity of the
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first part is positive and the polarity of the second part (after the whereas) is
negative. Hence, the overall polarity of the sentence is negative.
3.1.5. Adjective Clause
Trigger: When a sentence contains an adjective clause. The rule is triggered
when the sentence consists of pronouns such as “which” 	áK
 @ , é».
Action: The role of “which” 	áK
 @ , é» is similar to the rule of “but” in the
sentence. In this instance, the sentence is split into two parts and the polarity
of the second part is considered. For example, “Read about things which are
beautiful and good” (Y	Jë H. ñ 	k ð AJ. K
 	P éÒë 	áK
@ é» ú
ÎK
AÓ XPñÓ PX
	àY	Kñ 	k)
3.1.6. Joint Noun and Adjective
Trigger: When a sentence contains joint nouns and adjectives.
Action: When there is a relation between noun and adjective, both of
these words are extracted from the sentence and the polarity of adjectives are
considered. For example, “The mobile is bad” (XñK. YK. ÉK
AK. ñÓ 	áK
@). There is a
subject relation between “mobile” ÉK
AK. ñÓ and “bad” YK. .
3.1.7. Preposition
Trigger: When a sentence contains a preposition.
Action: The preposition “against” 	­ËA 	m× is generally used in negative sen-
tences. However, it can also be used in the positive sentences. Usually when an
activity contains a negative sentiment and it follows a negative preposition mod-
ifier, the overall polarity of the sentence is changed to positive. For example, “I
am against this request” (Õ æë I@ñ 	kPX 	áK
@ 	­ËA	m× 	áÓ). On the other hand, if
an activity is positive and it follows a negative preposition modifier, the overall
polarity of the sentence is changed to negative. For example, “Hitler raised a
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great army and made war against other countries” (ð I 	kA ú
ÃP
	QK. P@ QÊJJ
ë
XQ» ¨ðQå @P 	­ËA	m× ø
 AëPñ
» éJ
Ê« ú
Æ
	Jk. ).
3.1.8. Additional rule
Trigger: When a sentence contains the word “This” 	áK
 @ in the middle of the
sentence.
Action: The sentence is split into two parts based on the appearance of
word ( 	áK
 @) in the sentence, and the first part is considered. For example, “I had
LG mobile, it was very bad, anyway, this mobile was for my brother” (CJ. ¯ 	áÓ
XñK. ÐPX@QK. ÈAÓ ÉK
AK. ñÓ 	áK
@ ÈAg Që éK. XñK. YK. ú
ÎJ

	k Õ æ @X ú
m.
Ì'@ ÉK
AK. ñÓ), the
sentiment expressed after the word “this” 	áK
 @ does not contain any sentiment.
However, the sentence contains negative words “I am not sure” which changes
the polarity of the sentence into negative. The negative polarity is assigned to
the sentence because in the first part, the reviewer is not sure about the quality
of the mobile.
Table 1 summarized the proposed dependency grammar based rules for Per-
sian.
Table 1: Overview of Dependency-Based Rules
Rules
Behaviour
Polarity In-
version
In this rule, if negation is used with a positive token, the po-
larity is negative and if negation is used with a negative token,
the polarity is positive
Complement
Clause
In this rule, the sentiment expressed before the word “that” (
é») considered
Adverbial
Clause
In this rule, the sentence is split into two parts and the polarity
of the second part is used as the overall polarity of the sentence.
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Adjective
Clause
In this rule, if the word “which” (
	áK
 @ é») is in the sentence, the sentence is split into two parts
and the polarity of the second part is considered
Joint Noun
and Adjec-
tive
In this rule, when there is a relation between noun and adjec-
tive, both noun and adjective are extracted. The lexicon is used
to assign polarity to extracted words.
Adversative In this rule, the word if a word like “but” (
A Ó@), “although” (Q Ã @), or “however” ( é º 	J K
 @ A K. ) is used in the
sentence. The sentences are split into two parts and the polarity
of the second part is considered
Preposition In this rule, if the word “against” (
	­ËA 	m× ) is in the sentence. It will change the polarity of the
sentence into negative
Additional
rule
In this rule, when the sentence contains the word “This” (
	áK
 @), the sentence is split into two parts and the first part of the
sentence is considered the polarity of the sentence.
Preposition
Sub-rule
In this sub-rule, if positive prepositions are used before any
adjective, they can change the polarity of the sentence into pos-
itive and if negative prepositions are used before any adjective,
they can change the polarity of the sentence into negative.
Emoji Sub-
rule
In this sub-rule, if the positive emoji is appearing in the sen-
tence, the polarity of the sentence is positive and if negative
emoji is appearing in the sentence the polarity of the sentence
is negative.
3.2. Preposition Sub-rule
The Persian sentences contain different prepositions that consist of polarity.
If positive prepositions words “with” AK. , “happy” ñ 	k and “enjoy” ø
 A
	® are used
before any adjective, they can change the polarity of the concept to positive.
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For example, Õ æë ÈA mñ 	k 	áÓ “I am happy today", because the word ñ 	k
is appearing in the sentence, the polarity of the sentence is positive. However,
when some preposition words such as “without” ú
G. “anti” Y
	, “Not”, A 	K, “poison”
Që 	P and “No” B appear in the sentence, the polarity of the sentence is changed
into negative. For example, in “Your answer is not wrong” ( IPXA 	K AÖÞ H. @ñk.
I@) the polarity is negative, since the word “not” appears in the sentence. The
word A 	K is not detected by the negation rule as A 	K is not a negation word and the
rule cannot be triggered.
3.3. Emoji Sub-rule
Emojis were introduced as expressive components in the sentence. Emojis
generally reinforce the polarity expressed in the sentence, except in sarcastic
sentences. Emojis can be divided into positive :-),:), :-], :], :D or negative :(,
:-((, :‘(. Online reviews consist of different emojis. For example, :)ú
æ
ñÃ 	áÓ
YJ
 AK. éJ @Y 	K ½  YK
Q 	k ñK éJ
K. ñ 	k ú
æ
ñÃ , ÐYK
Q 	k è 	PAK, “I recently bought the
mobile, do not hesitate to buy this mobile :)“. Therefore, If a positive emoji is
appearing in a sentence, the polarity of the sentence is positive and if a negative
emoji is appearing in a sentence, the polarity of the sentence is negative.
4. Hybrid Framework
In this section, we discuss our proposed hybrid approach that integrates
dependency-based rules with DNN classifiers including CNN and LSTM.
4.1. Framework Overview
Our proposed hybrid approach combines deep learning and dependency-
based rules to address the problem of unclassified sentences in the aforemen-
tioned rule-based approach. The algorithm 1 depicts an overview of our pro-
posed hybrid framework. First, sentences are preprocessed and the PerSent
lexicon is used to assign polarity in extracted words. The word polarities and
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Result: The polarity of the sentence
Tokenize and normalize sentences using hazm parser;
for word in sentence do
if word in lexicon then
assign opinion strengths to each extracted word;
else
assign zero polarity;
end
end
apply dependency-based rules;
if polarity assigned by dependency-based rules then
return polarity;
else
apply DNN classifiers;
return polarity;
end
Algorithm 1: Proposed hybrid framework
the sentence dependency tree is fed to a dependency-based rules classifier. If
the rule-based classifier is unable to classify sentences either due to unavailabil-
ity of subjective keywords in the lexicon, or if no rule was triggered, then the
concatenated fastText embedding of the sentence is fed into a DNN classifier to
determine the polarity of the sentence.
4.2. Deep Neural Networks DNN architecture
This section presents architectural details of DNN models used in our pro-
posed hybrid framework, as well as standalone classifiers used for comparative
performance evaluation. In recent years, DNN classifiers have achieved state-
of-the-art performance as compared with other techniques due to their inherent
ability to represent data at different levels of abstraction. The primary advan-
tage of using deep learning classifiers such as CNN and LSTM is that they do
16
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Fig. 6: Convolutional Neural Network
not require any manual feature engineering [38]. However, word representations
learned using a relatively small supervised corpus perform poorly as compared
to unsupervisely trained fastText word embeddings. Therefore, we feed the con-
catenation of fastText embeddings, of size (n × k, 1) where n is the maximum
number of words in a sentence and k is the embedding dimension), to the DNN
architectures.
4.3. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Our developed CNN architecture, is similar to the one used by Poria et al.
[39] and Gogate et al. [40, 41], consisting of input, hidden and output layers.
The hidden layers consist of convolutional, max pooling, and fully connected
layers. In our experiments, the best results are obtained with a 9-layered CNN
architecture as illustrated in Fig 6 and Table 2
4.4. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
Our developed LSTM architecture, is similar to the one used by Wang et
al. [42], consisting of an input layer, two stacked LSTM layers and one output
fully connected layer. Specifically, the LSTM part consists of two stacked bidi-
rectional LSTM layers with 128 and 64 cells, followed by a dropout layer with
0.2 probability, and one dense layer with two neurons and softmax activation.
Our developed LSTM is illustrated in Fig 7.
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Table 2: CNN Architecture (Conv - convolutional layer, MaxPool - Maxpooling layer, Glob-
alMaxPool - Global Max Pooling layer, Fc - Fully connected layer, ReLU - Rectified Linear
Unit Activation
Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Type Conv Max Conv Max Conv Max Conv Global Fc Fc
Filters 16 Pool 32 Pool 64 128 Max
Kernal Size 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 Pool
Neurons 128 2
Activation ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU ReLU SoftMax
5. Performance Evaluation
In this section we discuss the datasets, data preprocessing, experimental
results and ablation studies.
5.1. Dataset
In this experiment, two benchmark Persian product and hotel reviews cor-
pora are used to evaluate the performance.
Product reviews dataset [43]: The dataset consists of 1500 positive re-
views and 1500 negative reviews collected from the product review website
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(www.digikala.com). There are two types of labels in the dataset (i.e. posi-
tive or negative) which are manually annotated.
Hotel reviews dataset [44]: The dataset consists of 1800 positive and 1800
negative hotel reviews collected from hotel booking website (http://www.hellokish.com).
The hotel reviews corpus is used to compare how our approach performs in a
new domain compared to state-of-the-art approaches, including multilingual
methods.
5.2. Data Preprocessing
The corpus is preprocessed using tokenization and normalization techniques.
The process of converting sentences into single words or tokens is called tok-
enization. For example, “The mobile is great” is broken down to “The", “mobile",
“is” and “great" [45]. Normalization is used to convert the tokenized words with
various suffixes into their respective normal form [46]. For example, ú
æQ Ó
“Thanks” is written as 03QÓ, or ú
ÍA« “great” is written as ú

æ

J
ËA«. The numbers
and punctuation were removed from the sentences. In addition, PerSent lexicon
[47] is used to assign polarity to the tokenized words. Zero polarity is assigned to
the words that are not present in the lexicon. Finally, the Hazm Python package
is used to identify the dependency tree for a sentence, the overall accuracy for
hazm parser is 90.86% [48]. The dependency tree and assigned polarities are
fed to our proposed dependency-based rules classifier.
5.3. Experimental Setup
Our proposed dependency-based rules do not require any training. However,
to facilitate a fair comparison between dependency-based rules and other ap-
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Table 3: Summary of the results for Product Reviews
Classifier PrecisionRecall F-measureAccuracy
Kim et al.[49] 0.60 0.63 0.60 62.5
Dehkharghani et al.[50] 0.60 0.93 0.72 63.62
fastText Classifier[51] 0.67 0.67 0.67 70.01
SVM 0.75 0.75 0.75 74.8
Logistic Regression 0.75 0.75 0.75 75.2
Dependency-Based Rules 0.84 0.81 0.80 80.70
CNN 0.89 0.71 0.78 78.07
LSTM 0.90 0.74 0.81 79.77
Hybrid 1: CNN
+ Dependency-Based Rules
0.75 0.98 0.84 81.14
Hybrid 2: LSTM
+ Dependency-Based Rules
0.76 0.95 0.84 81.06
proaches we split the data into train (60%), validation (10%) and test set (30%),
and evaluated the rule-based approach on the test set. For the rule-based ap-
proach alone, positive polarity is chosen when dependency-based rules are unable
to classify the sentence mainly due to the unavailability of word polarity in the
small sized Persian lexicon. In addition, SVM, Logistic Regression and fastText
classifiers were used as a baseline to compare the performance of our proposed
approach. The DNN architectures were trained and validated using TensorFlow
library and NVIDIA Titan X GPU. The models were trained for 200 epochs
using back propagation, with the Adam optimizer minimizing the categorical
cross entropy loss function. Unclassified sentences from the rule-based approach
were converted into 300 dimensional pretrained fastText word embedding and
fed into deep learning classifiers as a part of the hybrid framework.
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5.4. Experimental Results
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed approach with translation based
approaches, we used the Google Translation API to translate our corpus into
English. The translated English corpus was evaluated using state-of-the-art
sentiment analysis classifiers in English [49]. In addition, we used n-gram
based SVM and Logistic regression models to establish a baseline.
Comparative simulation results for product and hotel reviews, presented
in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively, show that our proposed hybrid approach
achieved better accuracy compared to CNN, LSTM, SVM and Logistic Regres-
sion classifiers. In addition, for the product reviews dataset, the hybrid CNN
approach outperforms hybrid LSTM model. However, for the hotel reviews cor-
pus, the hybrid LSTM approach outperforms hybrid CNN model. It is to be
noted that, the dependency-based rules are unable to classify 5% (2% positive
and 3% negative) of the product reviews test set and 16% (8% positive and 8%
negative) of the hotel reviews test set.
Furthermore, we used the most widely used lexicon called SentiFarsNet [50]
to compare our dependency-based rules approach with different lexicons. Exper-
imental results show that the SentiFarsNet produced lower accuracy compared
to PerSent lexicon. This can be attributed to the relatively smaller size of Senti-
FarsNet, that consists of 2500 words with polarity, whereas the PerSent lexicon
comprises 3500 words.
Finally, dependency-based rules achieved better performance as compared to
DNN classifiers on product reviews while DNNmodels outperformed dependency-
based rules on product reviews. This is on account of the PerSent lexicon con-
sisting of more words related to product reviews, compared to hotel reviews.
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Table 4: Summary of the results for Hotel Reviews
Classifier PrecisionRecall F-measureAccuracy
Kim et al.[49] 0.62 0.65 0.62 67.25
Dehkharghani et al.[50] 0.68 0.93 0.78 71.97
fastText Classifier[51] 0.79 0.79 0.79 80.34
SVM 0.70 0.70 0.70 70.72
Logistic Regression 0.70 0.70 0.70 70.75
Dependency-Based Rules 0.80 0.79 0.79 79.25
CNN 0.69 0.92 0.79 82.33
LSTM 0.77 0.90 0.83 85.03
Hybrid 1: CNN
+ Dependency-Based Rules
0.87 0.91 0.88 85.91
Hybrid 2: LSTM
+ Dependency-Based Rules
0.87 0.92 0.89 86.29
For example Q îE. ú
æ
ñ Ã “Better phone”. However, in hotel reviews, the deep
learning classifiers achieved better results as compared to dependency-based
rules.
The main limitations with the dependency-based rules approach are as fol-
lows:
• Dependency-based rules are unable to detect word sense disambiguation as
the multi-word expressions that can help in detecting such disambiguation
are absent from the PerSent lexicon. For example, the ÐQ» has a different
meaning in Persian “generosity”, “worms” and “cream”. This types of words
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cannot be currently detected by the PerSent lexicon.
• The online reviews consist of informal words, idioms and sarcasm that
cannot be detected by the PerSent lexicon. As a result the rule-based
classifier cannot classify such sentences. In the future, we intend to include
these words in PerSent lexicon.
• The dependency-based rules perform poorly on long sentences. For exam-
ple,
ðP YÓð@ 	QÓQ¯ éËAë ½K
 èXA 	®J@ èAÓ é YªK. ÐXñK. ú
æ
	@P  	P@ , XñK. ú
ÍA« ú
æ
ñÃ
Q. YK
AK. YªK. èAÓ é 	áÂJ
Ó ú
ÃY
	JK
AÖ
	ß ÐXQK. I 	kñ XQK. èAÓ ½K
 YªK. é 	®m
èXPð@ PX ñ PYK Õ æ @X ÈAK
Q» @ ú

	Gñ ½K
 ú
m.
Ì'@ @QK. Õ 	®AJÓ Aª¯ @ð XQK. @QK. 	á»
	àñK
 	Q
ÊK ÈAj 	m'
 ÕæQJ
Ó 	áÓ 	àB@ Y  ø
 Pñm.'
 @ ø
 	PA
	K 	PA 	K 	áK
@ Y  	 j J
ë ÐXñK.
XñK. ÈYÓ 	áÓ ú
æ
ñÃ 	áÖÞ 	 PX Õ æ @Y 	K PA 	¢J 	K @ ú
m.
Ì'@ 	P @ è 	Pñ. ø
 ñ
AJ. Ë 	á
 AÓ
	àðYK. 	áK
Q
ÂK. ñJ
 ñÃ 	áK
@ 	á@ñ 	k éÃ @ 	áÔ
	g PX èP@Y 	K É¾ Ó 	á
Â 	K ú
¾Ë@ 
èAÓ ½K
 	àB@ 	áK
Y 	K ú

æ 	K @PAÇ éK. ú
¾Ë@ ÈñK é
	JºJ
Ö
	ß ú

¯Q 	¯ i J
ë ú

æ 	K @PAÇ AK. 
J 	K @PAÇ
ÐP@Y 	K ú
æ
ñÃ
“The phone was great I was really satisfied, after three months the moth-
erboard was burned, I feel sorry for LG, I had Sony long time back, I was
very happy with it, in case if you want to buy this mobile, with guarantee
without guarantee it does not make any difference.”
• The noisy reviews data consists of numerous spelling mistakes that cannot
be detected or auto corrected using a dependency-based rules approach.
For example, I  	QÂ ñ 	k ú
ÎJ

	k ÉJë, “I had good time in hotel”. The word
I  	QÂ ñ 	k “good time” has spelling mistakes which cannot be detected
by the dependency-based rules approach. In order to auto correct spelling
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Table 5: Ablation Study using Product Reviews Dataset
Rules Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
Complement Clause 0.59 0.67 0.62 50.32
Adverbial Clause 0.75 0.56 0.64 51.25
Preposition 0.53 0.50 0.51 51.94
Adjective Clause 0.70 0.58 0.63 52.47
Additional rules 0.65 0.57 0.60 55.62
Polarity Inversion 0.65 0.71 0.67 65
Adversative 0.71 0.68 0.69 67.54
Joint Noun and Adjective 0.68 0.73 0.70 68.13
Table 6: Ablation Study using Hotel Reviews Dataset
Rule Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy
Complement Clause 0.51 063 0.56 53.17
Adjective Clause 0.55 0.67 0.59 54
Adverbial Clause 0.53 0.62 0.56 54.46
Additional rules 0.61 0.65 0.62 56.53
Preposition 0.60 0.65 0.62 56.55
Polarity Inversion 0.55 0.56 0.54 56.56
Adversative 0.63 0.71 0.66 63
Joint Noun and Adjective 0.71 0.74 0.72 68.99
mistakes, we need to incorporate a contextual spell checker in the ap-
proach.
We conduct an ablation study to better understand how each part of the
system performs in isolation. Table 5 and Table 6 report the results of ablation
studies on product reviews and hotel reviews corpora respectively. Experimental
results show that the joint-noun and adjective rules achieved better accuracy
in both hotel and product reviews datasets as compared to other rules. In
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Table 7: Selected examples of the Persian dependency-based rules approach
Persian English Polarity
ÓYK
Q 	k ú

æ¯ð éJ
ËA« Aª¯ @ð
Y 	 ÐYJ
Òê 	¯
é» Ië éK. Qå 	
ú
Î¾
Ó i J
ë
èP@Y 	K 	PðY	JK
ð AK.
It’s really great.
When I bought it,
I realized it’s a counter-hit,
which means there’s no
problem with Windows
Positive
H. A
	jJ 	K @ 	áK
QîE. 	P@ ú
¾K

XPAë 	á
K. Aë
ÈYÓ 	áK
@ ÈA 	KQ» @ ø
 Aë
ë AJK
X ø
 @ 	P@
One of the best choices
between the external hard
drives of this model is
the ODATA
Positive
PX é 	JºJ
Ó
	¨ @X ú
ÎJ

	k
è 	Pñ. 	àñ
JX é» ø
 Yg
Its getting very hot,
so it can damage your hand
Negative
èP@Y 	K ø
 YK
Yg.
	Q
g i J
ë It does not have anything new Negative
addition, the complement clause achieved the lowest performance compared to
other rules.
Table 7 presents some classified sentences by the hybrid approach from prod-
uct review test set.
6. Conclusions
The quintillion bytes of data generated per day on e-commerce and social me-
dia websites, holds valuable information that can be exploited by both buyers to
make informed decisions, and also by sellers to take into account past customers
issues, in order to improve their products or services. However, the data, mainly
consisting of user feedback, cannot be manually read and analyzed by an indi-
vidual or an organization for gauging public opinion. Sentiment analysis offers
a solution to computationally understand and classify subjective information
from user generated feedback. However, current approaches to Persian senti-
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ment analysis are based on word co-occurrence frequencies, that fail to consider
the words order and hierarchical relation between words, which are known to
play an important role in determining the underlying sentiment. In this paper,
we first propose a novel framework based on Persian dependency-based rules,
that consider the dependency relations between keywords, the word order and,
individual word polarities to address the aforementioned issues. In addition, we
propose a novel hybrid framework for Persian sentiment analysis, that integrates
dependency-based rules, and deep neural networks to address the limitation of
unclassified sentences, associated with dependency-based rules. A comparative
evaluation using benchmark product and hotel reviews corpora demonstrates
significant performance improvement of our proposed hybrid framework over
state-of-the-art approaches based on SVM, Logistic Regression and advanced
DNN models, including CNN and LSTM. Ongoing work includes the exploration
of dependency-based rules to extract multilingual concepts from a mixture of
Persian and English sentences, to detect subjectivity and sentiment in the sen-
tences. It is worth mentioning that, our proposed model has only been evaluated
on reviews corpora from two domains. In the future, we intend to address the
issue of unclassified sentences by extending our lexicon, and further investigate
the generalization capability of our hybrid framework using other more challeng-
ing corpora from a range of different applications including emotion sensitive
companion. Additionally, we plan to exploit Graph Neural Networks to auto-
matically learn dependency-based rules from multilingual corpus.
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